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TRANSGRESSION OF SOUL

Neha Raina, Asstt. Prof. in English, Cluster University of Jammu

As soultransgresses from previous birth to this one;
It speaks in volumethedictum: soultransgresses embodying values & virtues.

New people and environs add color to its vision.
Inner windows open to new challenges and situations;
Soul speaks and keeps the record: playing the songs of previous recording.
As my intellect plays on & turns to watchful play;
Mind turns around and peeks the soul stirring thoughts;
Moulds, renews & provokes.

Soul at the playback and intellectual mental faculties taking the centrestage.
My heart still believe in soulconsciousness;
Values, imprints, willful thoughts;
Visionary ideas, intuitive insights;
envisaging and bringing radical patterns of new outlook.

As soultransgresses & looks back it sees the transgression.